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My name is Chetna. I am a student of 

Auro-Mira Vidya Mandir and I am 

studying the syllabus of class 10th. I 

like to study, dance and sing. I am 

good in studies and I work hard to do 

well in the tests. My relationship with 

the teachers is good. I also like to play 

and my favourite sport is basketball.  

Hindi 
In Hindi, I am doing 10th class book of 

NIOS (National Institute of Open 

Schooling) and we have finished the 

first and second parts. In the 

individual chapter tests, I passed all the tests by securing good 

marks. In Hindi class, we do free reading, story writing and 

dictation. I pay attention in the class. My handwriting in Hindi 

has changed a little. Poonam didi had come from Delhi for a 

month and she taught us how to increase our writing speed. 



English 
In English, I am doing 10th class 

book of NIOS. From this book, 

we do the question-answers, 

which I like to do. We have 

learnt how to write messages, 

notices and letters. We have also 

learnt active and passive voice 

and direct and indirect speech. 

We have also given the first book 

chapter-wise tests and I have passed all the tests. We also do 

free reading, dictation, essay and story writing. I like to think 

and write stories. I am able to 

understand the stories that I read. 

My favourite books are: “Gently fall 

the Bakula”, “Mahasweta” and 

“Nancy Drew”. My best author is 

Sudha Murthy. 

Odia 
In Odia class, we do free reading, 

story writing, dictation and question 

and answers. We also learn songs in 

the Odia class. We do Odia class with 



Papaji and Anuradha didi and I like the Odia class. 

Science 
In Chemistry, I am doing 10th class book of NIOS. I had 

difficulties in some chapters like “Chemical reaction of 

elements and “acids, base and salts”. We did many experiments 

and we also performed them in the meditation hall for others 

to see. From these experiments, we learnt about chemical 

reactions and how to handle chemicals. In the tests, I secured 

good marks because I could understand the chapters nicely. I 

like to write the notes which Didi gives me to do, and I also do 

my homework. We have now completed the course of 

Chemistry. 



In Physics, we have finished chapter on light. In this chapter, I 

have learnt about mirrors and lenses. The chapters that I felt 

were difficult are: “Gravitation” and “Thermal energy”. I felt the 

chapter on “Force and motion” was easy because I could 

understand it nicely. 

In Biology, we have 

done only two 

chapters. Mita didi 

had taught us about 

the different parts of 

our body. Raghu 

bhaiya had also come 

and we did some 

practical with him: we 

did experiment of plants and electricity. He also taught us how 

to separate air and oxygen by a process called Electrolysis. 

Social Science 
In Social Science, we are currently 

doing History. We have finished 

the geography course and I have 

passed all the tests. We also have 

completed Civics module 1 and I 

have passed all the tests in this as 

well. Sudeep bhaiya had come 



and he taught us Geography. In Civics, I had a problem in 

understanding about the legislative assembly. 

Maths 

In Maths, I am doing 8th 

class book of NIOS. I have 

finished studying 11 

chapters. I have passed all 

the tests. I understand the 

subject when Didi teaches 

me. In some chapters, I had 

difficulty because I didn't 

understand it properly. I 

had a problem in factorization because I couldn't understand it 

properly.Computers 

In Computer class, I like to do painting and typing. I have 



improved my typing. We also do PowerPoint and Excel on 

computer. I like to do 3-D painting the most. 

Yogasana 

I like to do yoga. In yoga, we do different 

postures like tree pose, bird pose, etc. 

We go yoga early in the morning at 6 

o’clock. 

Art 
In art 

class, we 

make 

drawing & 

painting and make decorative 

things for the festivals. I like to 

do art class with Suparna didi.  

Shramdaan 
 

In shramdaan, I do 

mopping, toilet 

cleaning and filter 

cleaning. I do 



shramdaan after yoga. I do my shramdaan nicely. 

Dance 
I like to dance. A professional dancer had come to our school. 

His name was Denis bhaiya. He taught us street dance and 

contemporary dance. He taught us how to move different parts 

of our body. I enjoyed dancing with him.  

Music 
In music, I like to play songs and ragas on the flute. We also 

create many songs ourselves. I have improved in music as I 

have learnt how to play ragas after a long time.  

Games 
In sports, I like to play 

basketball. I have overall 



improved in games. Before playing games, we do exercises and 

then we go to play.  

Celebrations 

On Rabindranath Tagore’s birthday, I had given a speech on 

Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore. On 5th of July, we did a play 

“Ouch!” and I enjoyed doing it. On 15th August, we did a play on 

Sri Aurobindo's life and in that, I had taken the role of a 

student. On Ganesh Chaturthi, I did a dance on Ganesh ji's 

song. For 15th August I had written an essay. On Krishna's 

birthday (Janmashtami), I had sung a song, which Pt. Shantanu 

Bhattacharya had taught us.  



 


